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ABOUT THIS
TOUR

Leh Ladakh tour is a fun yet adventurous journey for nature lovers and adventure seekers alike. The

small city of Leh, Ladakh is often called as The Land of Lamas and monasteries. Tour package to Leh

Ladakh gives you an innate pleasure while enjoying the place’s raw and untouched beauty. Being

situated at such heights, acclimatization to the altitude becomes very important for tourists and hence,

on reaching Leh, Ladakh, rest for atleast 3-4 hours is essential. Since, this small duration weekend tour

package of Leh Ladakh, allows you to rest at hotel every night, small acclimatization duration becomes

sufficient. This short weekend package to Leh Ladakh includes all major attractions of Leh like Shanti

Stupa, Leh Palace, Gurudwara Pather Sahib, physics defying Magnetic Hill, confluence of Zangskar &

Indus River, the war memorial dedicated of our warriors who laid their lives in the Kargil War, world

famous Pangong Lake and Khardung La, the highest motorable road in the world. 
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On your arrival at Leh city, our vehicle will pick you up from the airport and you will
get a warm welcome from Crazy Riders Adventure Tours representative at our hotel
premises. You will be briefed about the tour you are about to embark. Spend some
relaxing time at the hotel premises which will also help you get used to the high
altitude of Leh, Ladakh. In the evening, visit Shanti Stupa, Leh Palace and market.
Have your dinner at the hotel and relax. 

D A Y
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D A Y

0 2

After a healthy breakfast, the vehicle is again at your disposal and will take you around
the city for local sightseeing of Leh in which you will get a chance to explore places
like Gurudwara Pathar Sahib, Magnetic Hill, confluence of Indus and Zanskar river
and on the way back, visit Hall of Fame, war memorial dedicated to our soldiers who
laid down their lives for us during the Kargil war. In the evening return back to Hotel
and after dinner, enjoy a comfortable overnight stay at Leh.

ROUTE PLAN
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ROUTE PLAN

D A Y
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Gear up and speed off on the smooth tarmac to meet the board showing “The Highest
Motorable Road in the world” at Khardung La Pass. After taking a break for photo
session on this high pass to the Nubra Valley, you will head towards Khardung village
where you can have a quick break for tea and snacks. Proceed towards Nubra Valley,
crossing the Khalsar and Diskit sectors. 

D A Y From Nubra Valley, we head towards yet another fascinating place, Pangong Lake via
Shyok route. We take a left from DURBUK. After crossing Tangtse, you will see the
first view of world famous Pangong TSO. Stay the night at lake side camp. 

D A Y

0 6

From Leh hotel, after having breakfast, we conclude the trip and you take with you
lots of unforgettable memories.

0 5

D A Y
After having a good night at the lake side, head in the morning towards Leh. After
having a good breakfast, take the road towards Changla Pass. Enroute Leh, visit Shey
monastery, Thikshey monastery and Rancho School and reach Leh by late evening.
Check in at the hotel, relax and rest. Overnight stay in your hotel at Leh
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INCLUSIONS

 

 

Welcome drinks on arrival. 

Accommodation in well – appointed deluxe or equivalent hotels/Camps as per city on Double /

Triple sharing Basis from Day 01 to Day 05. 

All meals throughout the tour on MAPAI basis- 05 Breakfast & 05 Dinner. 

Oxygen Cylinders in emergency. 

A seat in SUV i.e Innova / Xylo / Bolero / Tempo Traveller depending upon the group size.

All Inner line permits wherever required.  

Unforgettable memory for the life!!

INCLUSIONS
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INCLUSIONS

 

 

EXCLUSIONS

Any majeure service expenses. Any kind of Insurance / medical. 

All entry tickets for stupas, monasteries, sightseeing, state and entry fees. 

Fees for camel or ATV ride. Any Air / Bus / Taxi / Jeep fare. 

Lunch throughout the tour.

Any personal expenses like room service, donation, tips, drinks, bar & beverage, mineral water,

laundry and telephone. 

All items / services not specially mentioned in the inclusion. 

No bill will be reimbursed against any missed service / facility. 

Any part of package, not availed by the client.

Refunds cannot be claimed for any part of package nor are exchangeable with any services.

In case, extension of tour in terms of no. of days, is required, extra charges as applicable would be

paid directly to us by the clients. 

Additional accommodation / food cost incurred due to any unforeseen delay.
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INCLUSIONS

 

 

Destination

Leh

Hotel / Camp

Hotel Jorchung or similar

Destination

Nubra 

Hotel / Camp

Mountain Camp or similar

Destination

Pangong 

Hotel / Camp

Galaxy Camp or similar

HOTELS / CAMPS
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Options Available

For 2 pax

For 4 pax

For 6 pax

For 12 pax

Cost Per Person

Rs. 27,999/-

Rs. 19,499/-

Rs. 15,499/-

Rs. 11,999/-

Our Departure Dates

April to October 2023 - 

Every Saturday
Departures

PACKAGE COST 
PER PERSON (INR)

& BATCHES
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INCLUSIONS

 

 

IMPORTANT
NOTES

Participants are requested to follow the timing in the program, in case any service is missed

due to delay in departure, the company will not be responsible for any refund.

Participants are requested to pack their stuff in backpack and not the trolley bag.

Crazy Riders Adventure Tours reserve the rights to restructure the itinerary due to any kind

of disturbance or uncontrollable circumstances, (such as weather condition, political

condition or any other such unforeseen situations) without changing the total number of

days and without compromising any service.

Any dispute, of whatever nature, is subject to Delhi jurisdiction only. 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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TERMS AND
CONDITIONS

IF WE CHANGE OR CANCEL YOUR ADVENTURE HOLIDAYS – This is a Tentative itinerary planned and we do

plan the arrangements in advance. It is unlikely that we will have to make any changes to your travel arrangements.

Occasionally, we may have to make changes due to Force Majeure Events and we reserve the right to do so at any time

before or during the trip. If there are any changes, we will advise you of them at the earliest possible date before or

during the trip based on the Force Majeure Events. We also reserve the right under Force Majeure Events to cancel

your travel arrangements / offer alternative dates / revise the itinerary before or during the trip. Any additional cost

incurred due to the abovementioned reasons will have to be borne by the traveler himself. There shall be no refund to

the traveler under Force Majeure Events. Force Majeure Event shall mean and include any circumstance beyond the

reasonable control of Crazy Riders Adventure Tours, including without limitation, any act of nature or the public

enemy, accident, explosion, fire, storm, earthquake, flood, drought, perils of the sea, casualty, strikes, lock-outs, labour

troubles, riots, sabotage, terrorists acts, embargo, war (whether or not declared), governmental actions, delay in

issuance or processing of Visa/permit, change of laws and regulations, orders, or decrees, or other causes of like or

different character beyond the control of Crazy Riders Adventure Tours.
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INCLUSIONS

 

 

BOOKINGS, PAYMENT
AND REFUND POLICY

25% of the tour package cost would be required at the time of booking.
Remaining amount you have to pay before your Leh arrival. 
20% of total tour cost will be charged as cancellation charges for booking once made.
No refund would be made if cancellation made within 15 days to start the trip.

+91 705 300 7000

https://crazyriders.in/
https://www.instagram.com/crazyriders.in/
https://www.facebook.com/crazyriders.in
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCb8cj1GkxLCJHG94T-_0v9Q
https://twitter.com/CrazyRiders4U
https://wa.me/message/FLVBCOHRW722H1

